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Introduction 
 
Central European University (hereinafter CEU) has embarked on a campus redevelopment project of 
approximately 35,000 square meters of its university facilities in the centre of Budapest, Hungary. The 
project was submitted for building permit application in three phases in December 2012 and will be built 
from 2015-2020.  
 
The collective vision for the enhancement of the campus was developed through close consultation with 
all stakeholders within the University community, along with regular input from municipal and local 
government authorities. Much of the redevelopment is taking place behind existing street facades, 
preserving the architectural character of the district and the city, with the exception of introducing two 
new facades at both ends of the integrated campus. A primary project goal is to enhance the University’s 
presence and civic outreach in Budapest, and because of this CEU has been engaged in constant 
consultation with local authorities to determine how the project can provide the most benefit to the local 
community. In early planning stages, an agreement with the local municipality was reached to provide 
approximately 700 m2 of public space at ground level and practically eliminate on site vehicle parking 
facilities while converting existing spaces into bicycle storage, expanding total bicycle parking capacity. 
 
Figure 1: Project location, 5th District, Downtown Budapest 
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Figure 2: Main Points of Access to the CEU Campus 

 
Figure 3: Map View, Location of CEU Campus 
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Figure 4: CEU Campus Buildings Overview 

 
*Note: CEU Properties Listed in Purple Text 
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Background 
 
CEU’s central location in the heart of Budapest’s historic Fifth District is an asset in increasing the ease of 
accessibility for internal and external community members. Throughout its history CEU has performed 
well with regard to low overall usage of single occupancy car journeys for reaching campus, and most CEU 
community members currently travel to and from the University with public transportation, on pedestrian 
walkways, or with bicycle. Taking preferred travel methods into consideration, the campus 
redevelopment and project design teams have prioritized alternative modes of transport, and maintaining 
safety, accessibility and convenience in accessing the future campus, and the resultant design layouts are 
reflective of this goal. This travel plan has been developed during the conceptual design stage of the 
campus redevelopment project after a thorough assessment of campus access, community transportation 
patterns, circulation strategies and disabled access to campus, and the impact of campus activity on local 
traffic. This exercise, along with the input gathered from community members during extensive 
consultation sessions focusing on campus access and transport was used to final arrangements which are 
reflected in this travel strategy. Through the implementation the initiatives described in this travel plan 
CEU aims to set an exemplary example in maintaining a campus environment that supports convenient 
access by public transport, safe conditions for biking and pedestrian commuting, and full mobility for 
disabled visitors.  

Building Users 
 
Most CEU community members currently utilize public transportation to commute to and from the 
University. Our centrally located campus is surrounded by access points to Budapest's wide array of public 
transport options, and regional and international train connections. CEU also encourages the use of 
bicycles as a sustainable, healthy and environmentally friendly form of transportation. In recent years 
bicycle culture has been growing in Budapest, the CEU community has many dedicated bikers who 
commute throughout the year. Since 2013, the CEU Bike Share program has allowed University 
community members to utilize bikes for short term borrowing periods. 
 
A primary goal of the Campus Redevelopment Project is to preserve the level of ease of accessing CEU’s 
campus from various points within the city limits and beyond without having to rely on single passenger 
car travel. The design strategy will preserve the ease of access to the campus from street level, include a 
travel information point which will help to distribute real time information to community members 
wishing to utilize local public transport, and also add over 200 protected indoor bike parking spaces, along 
with shower and changing facilities.  

Transportation in Community Consultation 
Campus access and bicycle commuting were specific focus topics covered in a series of open consultation 

sessions with CEU community members in June and July of 2013. Students, faculty and staff were given 

the opportunity to voice their requests and concerns over campus access and the comfort level for bicycle 

commuters. Feedback from consultation sessions was then incorporated into the final designs for the 

updated campus, with specific elements including: the addition of showers and storage spaces near the 

bicycle parking area, an enclosed weather protected and high security bicycle storage area, an increase in 

the number of bicycle storage racks on campus, and an entry and exit system from the bicycle parking 
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area which was easy to use, comfortable and convenient for users. With respect to increasing accessibility 

for disabled individuals, a circulation strategy designed to prioritize full mobility was incorporated into the 

project.     

Summary of Transport Options 
 

Pedestrians Access and Public Transport 
Central European University is located in a historically recognized portion of downtown Budapest. The 
area surrounding the campus is oriented to provide safe and secure pedestrian and cycle access, and serve 
thousands of community members, visitors, tourists, local business operators, and citizens. The local 
network includes pedestrian only zones, marked bicycle lanes, signage indicated dual direction bike 
routes, sufficient lighting, market pedestrian crosswalks and additional signage oriented to protect 
pedestrians and bikers in the surrounding vicinity. Campus community members and visitors also have 
the opportunity to access various amenities within a close radius to the CEU Campus. (For amenities see 
Figure 14) Utilizing public transport to access or exit the campus is highly convenient, as the University is 
within 500 meters of seven bus routes, one electric tram, a docking and pick up station for the “BUBI” city 
bike share initiative, and three major transportation hubs which include metro lines, trolley buses, trams 
and standard city bus options. The local public transportation map provided by the Center for Travel in 
Budapest indicating the location of CEU’s campus is available in Figure 5 and 6, and access routes and 
common pedestrian routes from major transportation hubs have been summarized in Figures 7-13 of this 
document. 
 

Access for Disabled Community Members 
The major transportation hubs within close proximity to CEU’s campus all offer elevator entrance and 

exits for disabled patrons. Additionally, Budapest’s recently updated fleet of buses include ramps for 

disabled passengers. The streetscape in the 5th district where CEU is located has been renovated to include 

ramped curbs to ensure safe entry and exit for disabled individuals. It is expected that disabled community 

members will be able to reach CEU’s campus using the local public transportation network and be able to 

travel safely and securely from transport hubs to the campus.  

CEU will satisfy all local and national codes for accommodating disabled individuals within the campus 

facilities. The main public entrances of the campus will be equipped with sensor controlled doors which 

will not require pushing or pulling to open. Additionally a main goal of the redesign of the campus was to 

ensure complete mobility throughout the campus for disabled individuals, and the interior transport plan 

has accommodated for this to ensure barrier free transport throughout the majority of campus. (Figures 

15-16) 
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Figure 5: Public Transport Options in CEU Campus Vicinity 

 

Figure 6: Public Transport Options in Vicinity of CEU Campus, Zoomed View 
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Figure 7: Public transport options within a 250 and 500 meter radius of CEU Campus 

 

Figure 8: Example of pedestrian access to local bus stop 
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Figure 9: Example of pedestrian access to local bus stop 

 

Figure 10: Example of pedestrian access to local bus stop 
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Figure 11: Pedestrian access to local transportation hub 

 

Figure 12: Pedestrian access to local transportation hub 
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Figure 13: Pedestrian access to local transportation hub 
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Figure 14: Local amenities in the vicinity of the CEU Campus 
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Figure 15: Barrier Free Circulation Strategy, Ground Floor CEU Campus 

 

Figure 16: Barrier Free Circulation Strategy Example, 2nd Floor CEU Campus 
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Cyclists and Bicycle Parking 
Bike culture in Budapest has grown rapidly in the past decade, and CEU’s campus is accessible via 
designated bike routes which have been established by the Budapest Center for Transport. Municipality 
sanctioned bike pathways provide access to the entrance of the official University bike storage facility, 
and various street level parking racks which are part of the city’s biking infrastructure. Because of the 
nature of the urban location of the campus, and due to it being located in a municipality controlled zone, 
the University has not been required to provide any additional lighting, or marked pedestrian zones for 
accessing the campus or bike parking facility. The municipal lighting is in compliance with national 
standards for road lighting. 
 
Bike and pedestrian routes within the area surrounding the campus are highlighted in Figure 18. Bikers 
have several options for accessing CEU’s campus using officially marked biking routes, making the campus 
easily and safely accessible from all directions. The cycle lanes meet the minimum width dimensions as 
outlined in BREEAM specifications, and the official points of entry to the bicycle parking area on campus 
does not crossing a designated delivery area on campus. When arriving at CEU’s campus, bikers will have 
the option of securing their bikes to one of the 15 street level racks (Figure 17) which are currently 
installed on Zrinyi Street, next to the CEU entrance at the corner of Nador and Zrinyi Street, or utilizing 
the underground bicycle storage facility in the Oktober 6 Street 12 building which will have space for 
securely parking over 200 bicycles and include showering facilities, storage lockers and a changing area 
which can be used by University community members. This update will more than double the amount of 
secure bike parking spaces located on campus, and increase the comfort level for longer distance bikers 
by including showering and changing facilities. Bikers will be able to enter the underground parking area 
from street level, and access the parking and changing facility utilizing a ramped entrance and exit which 
does not interfere with the main entrance of the Oktober 6 street campus building, and designed for ease 
of use. (See Figures 19-21 for bike storage renderings) 
 
Figure 17: Street level bike parking racks, South Side Zrinyi Utca, CEU Campus 
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Figure 18: Options for Bike Access to the CEU Campus 
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Figure 19: Plan rendering, Oktober 6 Street Bike Parking Area Entrance, Oktober 6 Street 12 

 

*Note: straight red line denotes designated bike access route to underground storage area 

Figure 20: Bike Storage area with changing and shower facilities indicated, -1 Level 
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Figure 21: Additional Bike Storage, Oktober 6 Street 12 Building, -2 Level 

 

 

Cars and Operation Related Transport 
CEU has chosen not to procure additional ground level space for car parking as part of the Campus 

Redevelopment Project to comply with its aim to promote alternative and environmentally friend forms 

of travel for reaching campus. The existing number of ground level, curbside parking spaces will be 

retained and will be continued to be managed by the local municipality. To comply with the private needs 

of the University, an underground parking area with space for 8 vehicles, including a temporary parking 

area for delivery vehicles will be established in the basement of the Nador 13 building, and access from 

street level at an entrance gate on Nador Street. See Figure 23 for the orientation of the underground 

parking structure, along with the projected entry and exit patterns for entering vehicles. The street level 

entrance to the parking facility will marked to notify pedestrians of vehicular traffic and equipped with a 

sound and light actuator to notify pedestrians of incoming or outgoing traffic.  
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Deliveries to the University will be made using small to medium sized vehicles and delivery vans. A 

majority of the deliveries made to the University are to deliver office supplies, paper products and various 

materials required in an office setting. Catering equipment and materials for event preparation are also 

delivered frequently to the University. Deliveries will be made at street level to the dispatching entrance 

of the Nador 13 building, and the side entrance of the Nador Street 9 building located on Zrinyi Street, 

which is closed to vehicle traffic except for delivery purposes. Additionally, for special delivery purposes 

the underground parking facility within the Nador Street 13 building will contain a parking space specially 

allocated for temporary deliveries.  

Figure 22: Delivery Entrances, CEU Campus 
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Figure 23: Entry and traffic flow of Nador 13 Underground Parking Facility 

 

Waste collection 
Communal and selectively collected waste will be pick up daily at street level during early morning hours. 

The responsibility for transporting waste bins to a designated area on the curbside will be managed by 

the CEU maintenance team, and the collection of communal and selectively collected waste will be 

managed by CEU’s eventual waste management client. An area in the Nador Street 13 building basement 

will be utilized as the communal and selective waste storage area for the campus and it has been oriented 

to make the transport of collection bins to street level convenient and manageable.   Daily waste collection 

is not expected to interfere with routine traffic within the vicinity of the campus.  
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Implemented Measures of Improvement 

Travel Information Point 
It is a goal of the campus redevelopment project to increase knowledge of local public transport options 

for University community members. In the public entrance area of the Nador 15 building on campus, an 

interactive travel information point will be installed which will allow guests and users to get up to date 

information regarding the closest transport options, and assist in planning routes for travel. The travel 

information point will provide real time data and information outlining local public transportation options. 

The information point will be established in cooperation with the Budapest Transport Center, and be 

linked with their recently establish mass transit planner phone and mobile application.  

Bike Commuter Friendly Facility 
CEU administration has realized the growing popularity of biking culture in Budapest and within the 

campus community. CEU supports environmentally friend travel and bike commuting and has prioritized 

making bike travel convenient and comfortable for community members. The campus redevelopment 

project will result in the establishment of over 200 indoor bike parking spaces in an easy to enter and exit 

facility. Additionally, the space will be accommodating to commuters by offering showering, storage and 

changing facilities within close proximity to the bike storage area. All University community members will 

have the ability to utilize these facilities.  

Anticipated Impacts of Future Building Users 
The location of Central European University in the heart of Budapest’s historic fifth District has been an 

asset to local commerce since the University established itself in the location over two decades ago. The 

Campus Redevelopment Project will enhance the University’s ability to serve the local public by increasing 

the amount of publicly accessible space on campus, while also making campus access easier than ever. 

The travel plan that has been established was done with minimizing the impact of campus related 

transport within the local community. The daily flow of students, faculty, staff and visitors is not expected 

to drastically impact local traffic flows or transportation systems within the region. It is expected that local 

businesses will continue to be supported by University community members, and that the overall 

atmosphere within the development space will only be enhanced by the redevelopment of the campus.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


